Termination of Contract
French civil code 1804
Article 1184
La résolution doit être demandée en justice, et il peut être accordé au défendeur un délai
selon les circonstances.
Resolution must be requested through legal proceedings, and it may be granted to the
defendant a delay according to circumstances.

French civil code 2016
Article 1226
Le créancier peut, à ses risques et périls, résoudre le contrat par voie de notification. Sauf
urgence, il doit préalablement mettre en demeure le débiteur défaillant de satisfaire à son
engagement dans un délai raisonnable.
La mise en demeure mentionne expressément qu’à défaut pour le débiteur de satisfaire à son
obligation, le créancier sera en droit de résoudre le contrat.
Lorsque l’inexécution persiste, le créancier notifie au débiteur la résolution du contrat et les
raisons qui la motivent.
Le débiteur peut à tout moment saisir le juge pour contester la résolution. Le créancier doit
alors prouver la gravité de l’inexécution.
The creditor may, at his risk and peril, terminate the contract by way of notice. Barring
urgency, he must beforehand have put the debtor in default on notice to
perform his undertaking within a reasonable delay.
The notice to perform states expressly that if the debtor fails to fulfil his
obligation, the creditor will have the right to terminate the contract.
Where the non-performance persists, the creditor notifies to the debtor the termination
of the contract and the reasons motivating it.
The debtor may at any time refer to the judge to contest the termination. The
creditor must then prove the gravity of the non-performance.
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•
Article 1184(3) of the 1804 French civil code concealed at the very least a commitment to the
deep distrust into which the individual is readily held in France; a time-honoured aversion for
the unfettered play of the market; a well-honed social demand for state interventionism; an
assumption that only the state can optimally bring to bear the appropriate dose of “solidarité”
that must feature within a French contractual relationship on account of a deeply-rooted
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concern for formal equality; and the deployment of a strongly assertive state. I claim that an
interpretive view of law-as-culture yields these various dimensions of the law-text as being
key elaborative features of the rule compelling the principled requirement for judicial
authorization before a contract can be “terminated”, and I maintain that it is such ideas that
explain why the French law-text refused until the 2016 reform to allow a party unilaterally to
declare the contract at an end subject to the payment of damages in case of subsequent
retaliatory litigation – which is, in a nutshell, the standard position obtaining in the commonlaw tradition (not to mention Germany). Observe that, in the wake of a 1998 decision of the
Cour de cassation, French courts had occasionally appeared willing to ignore the civil code’s
demand for a judicial pronouncement and showed themselves prepared to validate a
unilateral “termination” of contract although within strict limits involving an assessment of
the “seriousness” of the misbehaviour of the party allegedly in breach (the relevant French
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word, arguably setting a higher threshold, is “gravité”). The presence of dissenters, a feature
of every legal culture, can assist, as was the case here over a number of years, in confirming
the strength of the governing pattern. In this instance, dissent also accounted in time for the
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relaxation of the rule, if within a stringent framework, under the 2016 reform. To those who
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For an authoritative discussion of the new provision, see Olivier Deshayes, Thomas Genicon, and Yves-Marie
Laithier, Réforme du droit des contrats, du régime général et de la preuve des obligations, 2d ed. (Lexis Nexis,
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do not like “legal culture” and would leave untheorised the contractual scheme to which
article 1184(3) of the 1804 French civil code gave effect for over two centuries, I address my
questions: what is your competing model of epistemic cohesion in (French) law? Or do you
not like the idea of (French) epistemic cohesion either?
In order to generate the sort of interpretive yield that, alone, can permit a meaningful or
profound understanding of the law-text, a comparatist must be prepared to approach law as
culture (that is, to treat law as law-as-culture) and to ascribe epistemic relevance to the lawtext’s constitutive features – to its jurimorphs – in appreciation of the fact that these form an
integral part of the law-text, that these exist as the law-text that therefore exists as culture.
In other terms, the comparatist writing on article 1184(3) of the 1804 French civil code must
be disposed to be writing culture. This close-reading strategy stands opposed to the
positivist’s closed reading. For positivists, the ideas of “suspicion of the individual”, “marketaversion”, “solidarité”, “state activism”, and so forth ought perhaps to concern sociologists,
economists, or political theorists but certainly not jurists – a disciplinary reaction that
resolutely and disappointingly rides roughsod over the question ‘why’ (as in ‘Why was the
French provision formulated as it was?’, ‘Why the historical demand for legislation compelling
judicial intervention to the exclusion of any other process?’).
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From the perspective of the interpreter of a legal culture such as a comparatist who is willing
to offer an overture to the language of the law-text, which is also an overture of the language
of the law-text, there can be nothing that is quintessentially “legal” or automatically outside
the “legal” (out of law, outlawed). Because there is no algorithm to determine the vectors of
cultural extension, the quality of “legality” (if this be the apt word) is thus conferred to
heterogeneous elements – the beliefs, the desires, the commitments – that the comparatist
connects or assembles, that he collocates, that he understands or interprets as pertaining to
the “legal”, that he ascribes to “legality”, and that he thus names “the French law of
‘termination’ of contract” while meaning, in effect, “the French law-as-culture of
‘termination’ of contract” (I leave to one side, here, the not insignificant fact that the French
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themselves would refer to “résolution”). A comparativist favouring a culturalist approach to
foreign law in pursuit of meaningful, that is, profound or thick understanding, can therefore
be expected to maintain that state activism or distrust of the individual prove to be more
significant dimensions of the law-text – thus deserving to be traced at length – than whatever
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the courts may have been saying about the semantic extension of “termination” (or
“résolution”) as a matter of posited law, these judicial pronouncements accordingly losing the
analytical focality that they have traditionally been holding for positivists. Incidentally, I argue
that there is nothing in the tracing of the civil code provision to the social demand for a strong
state, or to discomfort in the face of an unregulated market, to suggest anything like a
reification, a totalization, or a stereotypification of knowledge. While the comparatist’s
tracing remains the best answer he can offer in order to make meaningful sense of the
singular foreign law as it dwells locally, any tracing is ever provisional – thus, whenever the
comparatist, after some time away, returns to the foreign law-texts envisaged as repositories
of traces, something different is bound to catch his eye. Once more, not only are traces
constitutive of the law-text, but their coming forth cannot be extraneous to the comparatist’s
intervention. Increased knowledge of French history or of French society or of the French civil
code, for example, could lead the comparativist, in due course, to revisit his tracing or to
invent new traces with a view to enhancing his understanding of the French law of
“termination” of contract further still.
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It is not a matter for comparatists of ridding themselves of posited law (which would be silly),
but of coming to it obliquely. The fact is that all formulations of the posited law can
beneficially be envisaged as cultural expressions and that no formulation of the posited law
can therefore safely escape a cultural interpretation. In the words of Lawrence Rosen
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speaking of law, “one cannot fail to see it as part of culture”. I insist that, as I make these
various claims, I am not arguing that law exists only as culture, or that the legal can be reduced
exclusively to the cultural. What I do contend, however, is that such legal artefacts as statutes
or judicial decisions exist as incorporative cultural forms, irrespective of what other existences
they may also harbour. Thus, statutes and judicial decisions exist as the articulators or vectors
of a cultural sensibility that is actually inscribed in the textual fragments themselves and that
can be traced to arrays of historical, political, economic, social, philosophical, ideological,
linguistic, and other cultural formations having undergone a process of jurimorphing – of
transformation into the statute or judicial decision, as the statute or judicial decision.
I argue that what positivism has deemed superfluous – positivism’s unthought – can be said
to matter, interpretively speaking, even more than what it has held to count: the ideas
permeating the words of the law-text can be appreciated as revealing us more about the law
than a purportedly “legal” exegesis of these words themselves could ever do, irrespective of
how much seemingly “legal” analyticity one could bring to their reading. Consider Geoffrey
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Wilson: “It would be unwise […] to regard anything in Japanese society as prima facie
irrelevant to the understanding of Japanese law on first setting out to get to grips with it. The
links between law and language, law and the political or social and economic order, law and
the history and traditions of the country, its codes of morality, its senses of justice and the
relationship between the legal profession and other professions and between legal
scholarship and other forms of scholarship, the relative standing of different actors in and
around the legal system, all have their impact on law and its administration and the definition
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of law and legal scholarship”. In more succinct language, Thomas Bernhard, although not a
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jurist, exclaims how, potentially, “[t]he world is utterly, thoroughly legal”. Note that, as is the
case with any research endeavour, while knowledge-making will owe much to the
dependence of the knowledge-production exercise upon the comparativist-at-law’s
enculturation and on the insights that his singularity will allow him to contribute (or not) to
the interpretive task at hand, it will also, pragmatically speaking, have something to do with
temporally emergent contingency (I have in mind, for example, the serendipity of one’s
readings – a book may be missing in the library at the time of one’s research visit – and the
existential randomness dictating one’s encounters and conversations with members of the
local legal “community”).
Crucially, enculturation, singularity, and serendipity are enough to ensure that no two
understandings of a foreign legal culture will ever be identical – another application of
Leibniz’s Law to the effect that if there is more than one, there is difference. Each
understanding – to the extent that it deserves to be qualified as such – will differ from all
other understandings since each understanding will be the result of the comparatist’s singular
assemblage and deployment of some cultural traits in preference to others, out of all the
cultural traits that he will have ascertained, out of all the cultural traits that were available to
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him to ascertain. Moreover, the meaning of each understanding – what a given
understanding will be taken to signify – will depend on the readers’ or listeners’ adhesion as
they receive the comparatist-at-law’s cultural claims, the readers and listeners themselves
being encultured also. As adhesion – the comparatist’s to the foreign and the comparatist’s
interlocutor to the comparison – emerges as an extraordinarily complex arrangement, it is
clear that from a culturalist standpoint the process of ascription of meaning through a
valorization of law-as-culture is incompatible with the idea of the “legal” ever being
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structurally closed: one never reaches the stages at which a foreign law-text can convincingly
be said precisely to “begin” or “end”, definitely. Far from there being anything like the
certainty that positivism craves as regards the ascertainment of foreign law, a culturalist
appreciation of the legal, which is a differentialist apprehension of it, shows how law-texts
cannot be secured against pervasive semantic movement, how within interpretation there
must prevail undecidability. In brief, the comparatist-at-law could have discerned further
traces beyond the ones that he made into the focus of his study, and he could have uttered
something different from what he said about the traces that he addressed (which he would
have done, for example, if his stock of references had been more extensive or if he had
brought to bear a more sophisticated knowledge of the language in which the primary
materials are written).
The idea of “legal culture” contests deeply-ingrained juristic ways in another important
respect. Traditionally, “[t]he grand ideals of justice, of impartiality and fairness, have seemed
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to remove law from the ordinary, disordered paths of life”. If you will, justice, on account of
what has been apprehended as its necessary transcendentality, has been deemed not to be
reconcilable with any given singular configuration of the “legal”, whether elsewhere or here,
and jurists interested in achieving justice have accordingly found themselves disregarding or
discrediting law’s specific occurrences. John Rawls’s thoroughly abstract A Theory of Justice
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offers an influential application of such postulates. For its part, comparative law invites
jurists to revisit the assumption that justice – or at least something akin to justice – must be
completely detached from localism. Indeed, it is reductionist to denigrate local knowledge as
being inherently prejudiced – in the derogatory rather than the etymological sense of the
term – because of its situatedness. Why should local knowledge be deemed structurally
feckless or biased, and why should it find itself stigmatized as a source of embarrassment, as
something that one needs to overcome? In effect, “[t]o say that the law is cultural does not
13

by itself dismantle the force of the idea of justice, quite to the contrary. Pace Rawls, it is
arguable that a compelling argument about justice indeed requires not a process of
abstraction, but a strategy of concretization.
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Admittedly going beyond the two abstract principles of justice that he developed in A Theory of Justice and
underlining the need to reformulate the Hobbesian problem of order from the fact of cultural pluralism, Rawls
suggests eight principles for application to the international arena in John Rawls, The Law of Peoples (Harvard,
1999). But even this normative account of international justice, although it can be said to be taking cultural
pluralism more seriously, remains mired in transcendentalism. For example, Rawls endorses “universal rights”
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Consider so-called “affirmative action”. While affirmative-action programmes for AfricanAmerican university students may be approached as defensible in the United States (at least
from a certain political standpoint), they would not be regarded as making sense in
neighbouring Canada, where universities have however accorded preferential treatment to
Aboriginals (which, again, appears sensible, at least from a certain political perspective). This
difference is easily explained, and it can arguably be shown to be “just” as long as one accepts
that “justice” pertains to local circumstances – and, of course, to local encumbrances – much
more significantly than it does to the realm of abstraction or ideas. What comparative law
permits one to appreciate is precisely that justice, if dissociated from local ways, can rapidly
become shallow and unconvincing. (Needless to add, I accept that local knowledge, including
a local conception of “justice”, can prove oppressive to a “community” or to certain
individuals. And I do not want to claim that whatever is understood as local justice is
intrinsically good and must always trump other values (in other words, the comparatist’s
affirmation of local knowledge must remain impervious to easy equations). What I maintain,
though, is that localism cannot be disqualified out of hand as when Jürgen Habermas writes
(somewhat portentously) that “[t]he law of a concrete legal community must, if it is to be
legitimate, at least be compatible with moral standards that claim universal validity beyond
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the legal community”.

Quite apart from the fact that reference to “culture” shows how the individual exists as a
primordially encultured being, for comparative law to validate law-as-culture attests to a
commitment to a unit of analysis that no longer regards the technical aspects of the posited
law as a controlling centre of the interpretive action and that resolutely includes law-in16
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The contours of the “unit” will vary according to the comparative intervention. In other terms, the location of
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legal cultures dispense with the usual legal artefacts like statutes and judicial decisions.
Indeed, my contention is precisely that cultures are to be found at work, so to speak, as
statutes and as judicial decisions, which must therefore remain one of the principal focusses
of research for comparative law. But the posited law cannot be where comparison stops.
Rather, it must be where comparison begins its presencing; it must act as the comparison’s
starting-point (I say “starting-point” in order to write economically: as any tracing will reveal,
the statute or judicial decision is a construction that necessarily comes after something, that
is inherently mired in subsequence). For the comparatist, then, the aim is to refuse to take
statutes or judicial decisions as so many givens and, through an unceasing movement of
oscillation towards and away from the posited, very much like a Heideggerian
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“Verwindung”, to try to see how these law-texts are conditioned and shaped by contingent
epistemological patterns directed to values – and also how the posited in action sustains and
amplifies these values in its own guise.
To return to the French civil code on “termination” of contract, a comparativist favouring a
culturalist approach to foreign law in pursuit of meaningful, that is, profound or thick
understanding can therefore be expected to maintain that state activism or distrust of the
individual prove to be more significant dimensions of the law-text – thus deserving to be
traced at length – than whatever the courts may have been saying about the semantic
extension of “termination” (or “résolution”) as a matter of posited law, these judicial
pronouncements accordingly losing the analytical centrality that they have traditionally been
holding for positivists. Incidentally, I argue that there is nothing in the tracing of the civil-code
provision to the social demand for a strong state, or to discomfort in the face of an
unregulated market, to suggest anything like a reification, a totalization, or a
stereotypification of knowledge. While the comparatist’s tracing remains the best answer
that he can offer in order to make meaningful sense of the singular foreign law as it dwells
locally, any tracing is ever provisional – thus, whenever the comparatist, after some time
away, returns to the foreign law-texts envisaged as repositories of traces, something different
is bound to catch his eye. Once more, not only are traces constitutive of the law-text, but their
coming forth cannot be extraneous to the comparatist’s intervention. Increased knowledge
of French history or of French society or of the French civil code, for example, could lead the
comparatist, in due course, to revisit his tracing or to invent new traces with a view to
enhancing his understanding of the French law of “termination” of contract further still.
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entering international competitions, and a long-standing member of the Parti socialiste. Now, the decision by a
comparatist to address one specific manifestation of culture only cannot be taken as denying the legitimacy of
cultural analysis. In practice, any research endeavour must ultimately contend with the matter of boundedness.
Nor can the determination to map one particular feature of the discursive sprawl that is culture be taken to
suggest a lack of awareness of the composite character of cultural identity.
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